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Desperate Warriors Make Terrifying Enemies for Washington's Elite. When American covert
operative Chase Fulton embarks on the most dangerous mission of his life to rescue a team of
wounded, abandoned commandos in the mountains of Afghanistan, a new enemy shows his
face. This time, the enemy is closer and more sinister than ever before. Just when Chase
believes he’s most alone, surprising allies and long-forgotten family ties arise and change
everything he believes about his world. When his past and present collide to change his future
forever, Chase is forced to make decisions about unexpected partnerships that have the power
to change the geopolitical landscape of the planet for decades to come. From the battlefields of
America’s War on Terror to the treacherous and slippery political slopes of our nation’s capital,
Chase must learn to play old games by new rules in this white-knuckle, non-stop adventure.

About the AuthorWayne Stinnett is an American novelist and Veteran of the United States
Marine Corps. Between those careers, he's worked as a deckhand, commercial fisherman, dive
master, taxi driver, construction manager, and over the road truck driver. He lives in the Sea
Islands of the South Carolina Lowcountry with his wife and youngest daughter. They also have
three grown children, five grand children, three dogs and a whole flock of parakeets. He grew up
in Melbourne, FL and has also lived in Marathon, FL, the Bahamas, and Cozumel, Mexico. His
next dream is to one day visit and dive Cuba. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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THE DEVIL’S CHASECHASE FULTON NOVEL #7CAP DANIELS** USA **Also by Cap
DanielsBooks in this Series(Winter 2021)Books inThe Avenging Angel – Seven Deadly Sins
Series(Fall 2021)Other Books by Cap Daniels(Novella)(Novella)The Devil’s ChaseChase Fulton
Novel #7Cap DanielsThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, historical events, and
incidents are the product of the author’s imagination or have been used fictitiously. Although
many locations such as marinas, airports, hotels, restaurants, etc. used in this work actually
exist, they are used fictitiously and may have been relocated, exaggerated, or otherwise
modified by creative license for the purpose of this work. Although many characters are based
on personalities, physical attributes, skills, or intellect of actual individuals, all of the characters
in this work are products of the author’s imagination.Published by:** USA **All rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, including information storage and retrieval systems without written permission
from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a review.Library of
Congress Control Number: 2019947294Copyright © 2019 Cap Daniels — All Rights
ReservedCover Design: German CreativeCover Photo: Alexandre GilliéronPrinted in the United
States of AmericaDedicationThis book is dedicated to…My dear friend, Steven Ray, upon whom
Special Agent Stone W. Hunter, a character in this novel, is based.I’ve waited eighteen months
since the publication of the first book in this series, or perhaps fifty years, to write this dedication.
This, the seventh book in my Chase Fulton Novels series, was to be dedicated to Steven from
the start. With “Seven” being our practiced reply to any question for which we don’t have a good
answer, it’s only fitting that this book be in celebration of our friendship.I’ve worked alongside
Steven for years, and I know, without question, two things about him: First, he’s never lied to me.
And second, he’d never hesitate to send a bullet over my shoulder and into anyone offering to
stick a knife in my back. No one deserves a friend of Steven’s remarkable caliber, but I’ll forever
be grateful for having him in my life. I’ve never known a man of greater integrity, grit, or fearless
honesty. He’s taught me the value and purest definition of friendship and talked me out of a great
many things that would’ve ended badly. Steven reminds me daily that simple isn’t bad, and rain
always ends. He tells me without judgment when I’m on the verge of screwing up, and laughs
with me— not at me—when I do it anyway. I’ve come to trust him more than I trust myself and
love him as if he were my brother.Of the four dozen characters I’ve created in this series, none
could’ve been Steven until Stone W. Hunter. And of the thousands of people I’ve encountered
throughout my unforgettable life, only one could be Steven Ray: my friend, my brother, and the
yardstick against which I will forever measure my own integrity.Special Thanks To:My
Astonishing EditorSarah Flores — Write Down the Line, LLCI can’t imagine ever publishing a
book without publicly expressing my gratitude to Sarah. She is my teacher, my protector, my
literary oracle, and my friend. Her tireless work on both my manuscripts and my craft as a writer
makes not only my books palatable, but also makes me a better artist with every stroke of the
keys. Without Sarah’s involvement in almost every aspect of the creation of these novels, they
would be practically unreadable. She is owed as much credit, or more, than me. Making up a



story is easy, but turning it into a novel is where Sarah’s genius comes alive.Kay Lynn
WestberryCamden County, GA Historian ExtraordinaireKay is both a remarkable historian and
wonderfully generous hostess. I was fortunate to spend several hours listening to her
astonishing stories and trying to absorb the limitless bounty of her knowledge of the history of
Camden County. Her direction was invaluable in capturing the beauty and personality of Saint
Marys, Georgia. The city is a magnificent place with some of the warmest people I’ve ever met.
My characters seem to enjoy Saint Marys almost as much as I do. Kay plays a major role in my
affection for the city and its rich history.Mary and Mike NeffInnkeepers/Owners of the Spencer
House Inn B&BMary and Mike were kind enough to lend me their magnificent bed-and-breakfast
for use in this novel. I spent several nights at Spencer House and loved everything about it. The
hosts were gracious, welcoming, and entertaining. Their staff is remarkable, and one of them
appears in this novel. The property is breathtakingly beautiful, charming, and seems to have a
personality of its own. I’ll definitely be spending many more nights under their roof.The Devil’s
ChaseCAP DANIELSChapter 1Not What You ThinkJanuary 22, 2002, my twenty-eighth birthday,
found me alone aboard Aegis, my fifty-foot sailing catamaran that had been my home for almost
five years. In my left hand, I held an envelope addressed to me, Chase Fulton, care of Saint
Augustine Municipal Marina. Handwritten in the unmistakable print of a woman, it wasn’t my
name or address that sent chills racing down my spine. The single name where a return address
should have been left me breathless: A. Fulton.Anastasia “Anya” Robertovna Burinkova, a
Russian SVR officer who seduced me and almost became my ultimate undoing, took the
Americanized first name of Ana, and my last name, Fulton, when she defected for me.Anya had
been taken back to Russia against her will and held in the Black Dolphin Prison in the city of Sol-
Iletsk, near the Kazakh border. It had been Anya’s half sister, Captain Ekaterina Norikova of the
SVR, who’d facilitated Anya’s repatriation back behind the former Iron Curtain. With the help of
my partner, Clark Johnson—Army Green Beret turned civilian covert operative—I escorted
Captain Norikova back to the former Soviet Union and exchanged her for Anya in a hail of
gunfire and explosions at the Black Dolphin Prison.In the process, I’d not only given Anya her
freedom, but also access to a fortune locked in a bank vault in the Cayman Islands. The money
had come from the estate of my mentor and Anya’s father, Dr. Robert “Rocket” Richter. Nearly
two million dollars richer, the gorgeous former Russian spy disappeared into the wilds of Siberia.
What she had to say to me in a mysterious letter left me curious and terrified.Sliding the blade of
my pocketknife beneath the sealed flap of the envelope, I paused, thinking of Penny Thomas,
the woman who would soon be my wife. Other than beauty, the similarities between Anya and
Penny were nonexistent. Penny, the daughter of a liquor salesman, was raised in North Texas, a
far cry from the life Anya had lived in Mother Russia, studying for decades to become a spy. I
had nothing to hide from Penny, but I was smart enough to know there were more than a few
lingering fears about Anya dancing around in her head, so I closed my knife and tucked the
unopened envelope in my copy of Bowditch’s Practical Navigator, where it would remain until
Penny and I could open the letter together.A four-month-old black lab puppy will chew on



anything he can fit in his mouth, and our dog, Charlie, was no exception. My favorite pair of boots
had become his most recent victim. I’d been wearing boots manufactured by Brill Shoe
Industries since the first time I slid a pair on my feet back at The Ranch, where I was transformed
from an injured former college baseball player into a covert operative in service to my country.
Brill had provided every pair of boots the Israel Defense Forces had worn for decades. If they
were good enough for the IDF, they were certainly good enough for me. Charlie’s affection, or
perhaps hatred for them would soon make it necessary to break out one of the three new pairs I
had stored away.Watching the puppy attack my boot was entertaining, but my eyes kept
returning to the unopened envelope. Nothing positive could come from anything Anya had to say
to me in a letter, or otherwise. The worst thing she could say was that she missed me and
wanted to be back in my bed. That would infuriate Penny and leave me to deal with the
aftermath. The best thing she could say was that she was safe, happy, and thankful for what I’d
done to free her from the prison. Even that might reinforce Penny’s lingering doubts about any
residual feelings I had for Anya. After further consideration, the third possibility would be the
worst. She could be involved in an operation and needed or wanted my help. There was one final
possibility. Perhaps she knew I was in danger, and she wanted to warn me of an impending
doom closing in on me. That’s what part of me hoped. Impending peril had become my
playground, so I could deal with doom. But I had no idea how to manage an angry Penny.“Okay,
okay. I know you said you don’t want anything for your birthday, and you don’t want a party, but
it’s your birthday, and I love you, and I want—”I raised my hands in surrender as Penny continued
her verbal and physical charge into the main salon. “It’s a day when I turn a day older than I was
the day before…and that’s every day.”The excitement on her face was undeniable. “Yeah, but I
love you, and I want to celebrate the day you were born.”I stood, dragging my boot away from
Charlie. “I love you, too, and we can find all sorts of things to celebrate, but I hate birthdays.
Especially mine.”She narrowed her eyes. “But that doesn’t make any sense. You’re supposed to
celebrate your birthday.”I wrapped my arms around her in surrender. “Okay, you win. But first,
there’s something you have to see.”I handed her the envelope and waited for a reaction. She
inspected it, flipping it over several times. “So, it’s a letter from A. Fulton. Who’s A. Fulton, and
why haven’t you opened it?”I took the letter from her hand. “Well, those two questions have the
same answer. I think A. Fulton is Anya, and I haven’t opened it because I wanted you to be here
when I did.”“Oh.”What happened next is proof that I’ll never understand why women do the
things they do. Penny snatched the letter from my hand and stuck it beneath her nose, sniffing
as if she could detect some sinister intent within the envelope. Even Charlie stopped his boot
destruction and cocked his head at Penny’s action.Apparently satisfied the envelope contained
nothing stinky that would prevent its safe opening, she tore at the flap and yanked the contents
from within. A single folded sheet of paper fell into her hand.Patience would never be one of my
strengths, but I did my best to wait for her anxiety to wane before demanding a look. Her eyes
devoured the typewritten script I could barely see through the opacity of the paper. I expected a
hint of anger or maybe even disbelief from Penny at Anya’s audacity to actually send me a letter,



but neither look developed. Instead, tears formed at the corners of her eyes, and her knees
wobbled under her weight.She thrust the letter toward me as she settled to the settee.I took the
letter from her hand, suddenly more concerned with Penny than with the letter. “What is it?”“It’s
not what you think, Chase. It’s not from Anya.”Soon, my knees experienced the same failure
Penny’s had suffered seconds before. I was thankful to feel the settee beneath me when it
happened, as nothing could have prepared me for the words I held in my trembling
hand.Son,Everything you know is false, or at the very least, incomplete. If you’re holding this
letter in your hands, many things have happened that you never expected, and you’ve learned
far more about your mother and me than you could’ve ever thought possible. First, above all
else, we truly love you and Theresa, and we hope your lives are fuller than they ever could’ve
been if we’d survived. The fact that you’re reading this letter is a testament to our death. That
part of what you know is true, and you must now embrace your faith that your mother and I are at
peace in the presence of God.Despite our deaths, as you’ve already learned, you are far from
alone. The world in which we lived, albeit not a world you had known existed before our passing,
is one of brotherhood beyond comparison. If you’ve grown to become the man I believed you
would, I am saddened that you’ve been forced to encounter incomparable evil, but I am also
proud that you decided to stand in the face of those evils and fight the battles that are the duty of
men and women of valor like you—and the people who now surround you.The purpose of this
letter is not to conjure up memories of loss or sadness, but to remind you that you are less alone
than you believe. Although our deaths left you and your sister in the hands of strangers, we were
not your only family. The remaining family chose lives far outside the world in which you now
thrive, but they are family, nonetheless. It is not for us to force our world on them, but since you
are reading this letter, the remaining members of your family have chosen to extend their hand
from within their world into yours. I encourage you to grasp that hand before it’s too late, as it is
for your mother and me.Your Father,A. FultonChapter 2Direct and SimpleThe look of patience
and deep concern on Penny’s face spoke volumes about how she cared for me. She had only
read the letter’s opening line before shoving it into my hand. When I read it, I did so silently,
unsure if I had the wherewithal to read the words aloud. I placed the letter faceup on the settee
between us and slowly slid it toward her. Her fingertips traced the scars on the back of my hand
as she pulled the letter into hers.The scars were reminders of a life I thought was to be mine, but
ultimately, was not to be. They’d been earned on the baseball field in my final game as a catcher
for the University of Georgia in the 1996 College World Series. A brilliant career in the Major
Leagues had been my destiny, but that injury on that fateful day sent my life in another
direction.The letter in Penny’s hand was a reminder of the life that had been my parents’, but
was now mine. In short, my parents were spies, but on the surface, the world had known them as
missionaries. At the hands of assassins, their lives ended on the edge of a rainforest in Panama
when I was a boy. From that day, until the moment I read my father’s letter, I’d believed I was the
last remaining member of my family. My parents couldn’t have known, but the assassins who
took their lives had also killed Theresa, my baby sister, on that tropical night that would never



leave my memory.When I recovered from my spiral into the past, I watched tears stream down
Penny’s cheeks. She wouldn’t tear her eyes away from the page, though the words were
obviously boring holes through her soul, just as they’d done to me.“Chase, this…this is a letter
from your father.”I pulled her against me and felt her breath on my skin. When Penny Thomas
cried, she did so like no one else I’d ever known. Her breathing slowed, and her body made a
great effort to shrink into itself. I held her as the tears kept coming.“Yes, it’s a letter from my
father, but that’s not what makes it remarkable.”She leaned back and wiped the tears from her
face. “What could be more remarkable than that?”I pointed toward the paper clenched in her
hands. “I’m not the only living Fulton, Penny. All this time, I thought I was the last—”She placed
her palm on my chest. “Your family was never going to end with you, Chase.” She tugged at my
boot as it continued to suffer Charlie’s wrath. “If we can put up with him, a little baby Chase will
be a breeze.”Staring at her stomach and admiring the irresistible results of the hours she spent
keeping herself in perfect condition, I imagined how she would look as she someday became
the mother of our children. “You’re not…”“What if I was?”I swallowed hard. “But…I mean…
we’ve….”She smiled. “Relax, Chase. It’s just Charlie for now, but who knows what the future will
hold for us?”She held up the paper. “What are we going to do about this?”I took it from her hand
and let myself imagine when it could’ve been written and how my father could’ve known what I
would become.“I don’t know how to find whoever my father was talking about. What could he
possibly mean by ‘the remaining members of your family have chosen to extend their hand from
within their world into yours’?”She licked her lips. “I have no idea, but I think we need to figure it
out. Don’t you?”“Yeah, I do, and we’ll start with whoever sent this letter.”* * *“Hey, Chase. How
are you?”Dominic Fontana was essentially my boss, if I had a boss. More correctly, he was my
handler. He handed down assignments, made sure I had what I needed to complete those
assignments, and occasionally scolded me when I took on a job that wasn’t officially
sanctioned.“Good morning, Dominic. I’m fine. Listen, I have a direct question, and I need a
simple, direct answer, okay?”“Sure. What is it?”“Did you send me the letter?”“What letter?”I
cleared my throat. “Direct and simple, Dominic.”A long, empty moment filled the air. “No, but I
know who did.”“Who?” I demanded.I could hear him moving around his office and the door
closing. “Well, I don’t know who sent it, but it came from Saint Marys.”I was stumped. “From Saint
Marys, Georgia? Like from Judge Huntsinger? Was he my family’s lawyer?”Judge Barnard
Henry Huntsinger had been instrumental, to say the least, in the success of my most recent
unsanctioned mission. He’d sat on the bench as a federal judge for three decades and currently
lived on what remained of Bonaventure, his ancestral plantation on the banks of the North River
in the coastal Georgia town of Saint Marys. Dominic had sent me to meet “the Judge,” as he
preferred to be called, prior to setting off on what had proven to be a mission I’d never forget.The
Judge hadn’t known all the answers to my questions, but he pointed me in the right direction to
find the men who’d set their sights on me for elimination. Not only had I survived the encounter,
but I’d ultimately delivered the Judge’s wife’s murderer to the lawn of Bonaventure Plantation. I
had no desire to know what became of the murderer after I left him at the Judge’s feet, but I was



headed back to that plantation with an entirely new bevy of questions.Dominic’s voice brought
me back. “I don’t know, Chase. In fact, I have no idea what’s in the letter. The Judge had it, so
he’s your best option for finding answers to your questions.”My relationship with Dominic had, at
times, bordered on contentious, but he’d never directly misled me. He knew more about my
family than he’d ever divulge, but he also knew what doses of reality he could administer to keep
me upright without driving me over the edge.“Is that all you’re going to tell me?”“That’s all I know,
Chase. I swear it. If I knew more, this time, I would tell you.”I didn’t believe him. After all, he was
an old spy; I don’t know exactly how old, but somewhere between two or three times as old as
me. But his age wasn’t his defining trait. The fact that he’d spent his life as a covert operative,
and was now a handler of young operators like me, made him a liar of rudimentary
necessity.“Okay, Dominic. I’ll go see the Judge. Is there anything else I need to know before I
go?”I could hear his fingertips drumming against the surface of his desk. “Have you heard from
Clark?”Dominic was not only my handler but also my partner’s father.“I was about to ask you the
same. I haven’t heard from him since he left the country.”His sigh may have been an indication of
concern, but more likely, a sign of resolution to say more than he should. “He’s in Afghanistan
with Brinkwater. That’s all I really know. He’s not good at saying no when an old friend asks for
help, especially when that old friend is former Special Forces.”“I’m sure he’s fine, Dom. He’s
probably kicking in doors and loving every minute of it. Whatever they’re doing, you know he’s
doing it a little harder than everyone else around him.”Dominic almost laughed. “Yeah, I’m sure
you’re right. Just let me know if you hear from him, okay?”“Sure, and you do the same.”“Hey,
Chase. Don’t let the past distract you from the future, all right?”“What do you mean?”The
fingertip desktop drumming continued. “I mean, you’re going to Saint Marys, and you’ll probably
learn some things that make you consider doing something other than what the world needs of
you. It may not always seem like it, but what you do is important to a lot of people who’ll never be
able to thank you. That doesn’t mean they aren’t grateful—most of the time they don’t know
they’re supposed to be. And hell, most of them will never know you exist, but that’s not the point.
The point is that you’re good at what you do, and what you do is important. Before you turn your
back on the future, remember that the past isn’t as shiny as it appears on the surface. We need
you, Chase.”He was trying to talk me out of quitting. I’d been told I had options in the past, but
until that moment, I never felt I could actually walk away from the world of espionage and
clandestine operations. For the first time since the death of my family, I felt maybe I was on the
verge of making decisions that would shape my life according to my wants and needs, instead of
having those decisions made by someone else for the greater good of whatever.I swallowed the
lump in my throat. “I’ll let you know if I hear from Clark. Thanks, Dominic.”I clicked off and turned
back to Penny, who’d managed to coax Charlie away from my boot with a bowl of Puppy Chow
and a leftover tuna filet.“You know, you probably shouldn’t feed him people food.”She grinned at
me. “People food? It’s a fish. And Charlie’s a dog. Fish isn’t people food. Fish is food for
everything that eats fish. Besides, it has to be better for him than those hard brown chunks of
whatever that is.”I sat on the cabin sole beside the woman I loved and the dog who hated my



footwear. “Will it ever be possible to win an argument with you?”She leaned in and kissed me
playfully. “I don’t know why you’d even try. Are we sailing or driving?”I clicked on the marine radio
and waited for the offshore forecast to repeat.Penny beamed. “I’ll clear the decks and make
ready for sea. You check the engines and stores.”Chapter 3The Circus is in TownConvincing
Penny Thomas to travel by means other than a sailboat was a wasted effort. Her love of the
ocean was one of the many things I loved about her. Since she’d come aboard in Charleston the
previous year, she’d become so much more than just the woman I’d soon marry. She was a
remarkable sailor and had assumed the role of “master of the vessel” as if it were her birthright. I
was reduced to “cabin boy,” a role I thoroughly enjoyed.I think even Aegis preferred having
Penny’s hands on the wheel over mine. Watching my boat respond to Penny’s touch was like
watching an orchestra under the direction of a world-class conductor. Penny’s face of an angel
and body of a goddess made the sight even more irresistible for me. Although it was her looks
and larger-than-life personality that originally drew me to her, I’d come to respect and adore her
for what lay beyond the facade. The way she cared for me as if we were one living soul baffled
me. How could anyone look at me and see forever? I was little more than a boat bum who
occasionally chased bad guys across the globe. I was physically battered, with a right hand that
looked like it had lost a wrestling match with a meat grinder, and I was even more damaged
inside. What did I have to offer a woman like Penny Thomas? Perhaps she was a gift to me from
a benevolent God who knew I’d never survive without her. Or perhaps God knew I could never
truly become what I was meant to be without the stability and undying love Penny brought to my
life.On that day, I was meant to be a sail trimmer, so I trimmed as if I’d never wanted to do
anything else.Penny studied the headsail. “Ease the genoa, would you?”At her command, I
opened the clutch and unwound the first wrap of the genoa sheet from the winch, allowing the
line to slide ever so slowly against the pull of the gargantuan headsail.“Perfect!” She released
the wheel and sat back in the captain’s chair, watching the thirty-thousand-pound boat settle into
her stride. “Look at that. Twelve-and-a-half knots of boat speed on sixteen knots of wind.”I
couldn’t let her get away with it. “Yeah, but three of those knots of boat speed belong to the Gulf
Stream.”She slid her sunglasses down her nose and winked across the rim. “Yeah, but it’s still
boat speed.”Charlie had begun to get his sea legs, but I still wasn’t a fan of him running around
on deck while we were underway. There are no better swimmers in the canine world than black
labs, but drowning wasn’t my fear for the little guy. His twenty-pound mass would make a tasty
morsel for any subsurface predator waiting for a snack in our wake. I lifted him from the deck of
the cockpit and deposited him on the cabin top near the helm station—one of his favorite spots
on the boat when we were at sea. The wind sent his ears flopping and flying and made him
impossible to ignore.Penny tossed him peanuts, and he clumsily snapped at them, occasionally
catching one, much to his and her delight. I started to offer the people-food argument again, but
just as before, I knew I’d lose.Penny ran her fingers through her long hair in a futile attempt to
manage the mess it always became at sea. “Does the Judge know we’re coming?”“I suspect he
knows, but I didn’t call. Do you think I should?”She bounced a peanut off my nose. “It’s not polite



to just show up.”* * *“Good morning, Chase. The Judge said you’d probably call,” said Ben
Hedgcock, one of the young legal protégés.“It’s about the letter,” I said, covering the mouthpiece
against the wind.“The Judge didn’t say what it was about, but he told me to make sure you knew
the depth at the dock is six feet at low tide, and that we have plenty of bedrooms for whomever
you bring with you.”“We’re content on the boat,” I said.Ben was quick on the draw. “You can take
that up with the Judge, but if I were you, I’d plan to wake up in a bed that isn’t floating.”“Thank
you, Ben. We’ll be there before dark.”Penny grinned. “So, I guess they’re expecting us,
huh?”“Yeah, you could say that. I don’t like being predictable.”She was back at the task of trying
to manage her hair, and again, she was losing the battle. She finally settled for a ponytail holder
and UGA baseball cap. That should be an event in the Miss America pageant instead of the
swimsuit or evening gown craziness. If there’s anything sexier than a beautiful woman in a
baseball cap, I have no idea what it could be.Content with her new utilitarian look, she said,
“You’re not predictable. You’re reliable.”“I’m not sure those things are mutually
exclusive.”“Regardless of why the Judge had that letter or why he chose to send it today, he
knew you’d figure out it came from him. You proved to him that you aren’t great at letting the past
dangle in the wind without getting involved, so of course he knew you were coming. He’s
probably expecting the whole entourage, though. Clark, Skipper, and us two.”The mention of
Clark’s name sent my mind back to the scene of my partner in a hasty fighting position atop a
dune on the Marquesas as we fought it out with a gang of kidnappers. The sick feeling in the pit
of my stomach when I heard Clark’s rifle go silent came flooding back as I thought of him in the
Afghan mountains without me. He never would’ve let me go without him, but I wasn’t on the
guest list for the operation. The idea of him under fire without me pulling a trigger beside him
didn’t set well with me. We’d saved each other’s lives more than once, and I had no doubt we’d
be doing it again.“Dominic said Clark is in Afghanistan.”Penny frowned. “Afghanistan? What’s he
doing over there?”I held up my palms. “Search me, but if I had to guess, I’d say he’s leaving a
trail of destruction in his wake.”She looked beyond me and across the rolling sea. “You wish you
were there leaving your own trail of destruction, don’t you?”“I don’t know if that’s it. I don’t really
want to be over there, but I don’t like the idea of Clark being there alone.”“He’s not alone, is
he?”“Well, no, but I don’t like him being in harm’s way without me there to have his back. I guess
I’d rather have him here with us than me over there with him.”She ran her fingers through mine.
“You’re a good friend, Chase Fulton. He’s lucky to have you.”I wiggled the bill of her ball cap. “I’m
lucky to have you.”“You’re darned right you are. Now get ready for the approach into Saint
Marys.”I glanced over the cabin top and saw the buoy marking the entrance to Saint Marys and
Fernandina.Penny pointed across the bow. “That yellow buoy belongs to the Navy. The
submariners use it to mark…something.”I laughed. “Something? Well, that’s pretty technical,
Captain Ahab.”She launched a water bottle at my head. “Watch it, smarty-pants. What do you
know about what the submarines do up here?”I pointed toward the buoy. “I know they use that
yellow buoy for…something.”That earned me a silent finger-point warning.We turned downwind
and began our run into the inlet. Aegis’s stern danced more spiritedly than I liked, and Penny



spun the wheel trying to get the squirming stern under control.I grabbed an overhead handhold
to keep from falling. “What was that all about?”She shut off the autopilot and tightened the wheel
friction. “That’s a nasty little following sea. Easterly winds and an incoming tide. I should’ve
expected it, but you had me distracted.”I tossed the water bottle back toward the captain. “Oh, I
had you distracted, did I?”“Yes, you did,” she scolded. “Now, make ready for steaming, and stop
distracting me.”“Aye, aye, captain.”The diesels gulped their first breath in hours and purred like
kittens—albeit really big kittens—beneath our feet as I furled the genoa. “Do you want to leave
the mainsail up?”She glanced at the wall of white sailcloth still capturing the late-afternoon sea
breeze. “Yeah, we’ll leave it up for now. There’s a turning basin in front of Fort Clinch. We’ll come
about and bring it down once we’re in there.”We continued our progress into the mouth of the
Saint Marys River, and Fort Clinch came into view off the port bow.I pointed toward the cannon
atop the massive red brick ramparts. “That would be an imposing sight for a blockade runner.
Don’t you think?”Penny looked up at the stronghold. “I’m not sure those cannons ever fired on
any ships in this inlet, but if we don’t figure out a way to overcome this tide, we’re going to look
like we’ve been fired upon.”The tidal current was pushing us into the river at seven knots, making
steering a nightmare. Sailboats steer by means of oversized rudders hung beneath the stern.
Beneath Aegis we had a pair of rudders that resembled barn doors in size, if not in design, but
even rudders the size of ours had one functional requirement: water had to be flowing past them
from bow to stern to have any effectiveness in steering. The current’s speed reduced the flow of
water across the rudders to less than one knot, making steering sloppy at best, and sometimes
nonexistent at worst.Penny eased the throttles to maximum rpms and turned the wheel hard-to-
starboard. “I’ll get her to come about and stick her bow in the wind. Do your best to get that sail
down as soon as the wind is on our bow.”I scampered up the ladder to the upper deck and the
main boom as Aegis began her slow, lumbering turn to the north. I wasn’t sure we’d make it
through the hundred-eighty-degree turn, and if we did, I doubted the engines had the power to
overcome the incoming tidal current. Inside the rock jetties, the massive tide was funneled down
to less than three-quarters of a mile wide, significantly increasing the speed of the current. Even
if we made the turn and got the mainsail down, there was no chance of exiting the mouth of the
river back into the North Atlantic. We were committed to the river, and we’d found ourselves in a
precarious situation.Despite my haste to do everything I could to get the mainsail down and
stowed, I noticed two scenarios playing out, each of which had great potential to put a damper
on our arrival to Bonaventure Plantation. The first was a pair of shrimp boats a quarter-mile in
trail of us who were also caught in the same tidal current. Their engines were far more powerful
than ours, but their rudders were a fourth of the size. They could power around us and hopefully
avoid a collision, but they weren’t the greatest risk.A commotion to the west quickly garnered my
full attention. Beyond the first major turn in the Saint Marys River Channel buzzed a pair of Navy
gunboats, two massive support vessels, half a dozen tugboats, more Marine police than I could
count, and a bevy of smaller vessels that looked like vultures circling roadkill. Lights of every
color flashed, filling the sky with coursing rainbows against the backdrop of the purple and



orange sunset above the town of Saint Marys. Orders from loudspeakers echoed through the air,
adding a staccato soundtrack to the chaos. At the center of the mayhem, the shiny, black,
rounded prow of an American nuclear submarine jutted from the shallows of Cumberland Sound
near the southwestern tip of Cumberland Island.“Get it down!”The urgency in Penny’s voice
echoing from below brought me back to our problem at hand. I wrangled the seven-story-tall
mainsail into its lazyjacks and bound it inside its cover. Aegis’s engines roared at full power, and
Penny did her best to keep the boat pointed into the wind. It was a battle she could win in the
short term, but ultimately, we were destined to continue into the river. Hopefully, we’d do it under
control without a shrimp boat piled on top of us.“Sail’s in the bag!”Before the words fully left my
mouth, Penny let the bow fall off to starboard, and fifteen tons of fiberglass and aluminum
performed a sharp about-face that would’ve made any Marine drill instructor proud.The instant
my feet hit the deck at the base of ladder, I heard, “What the heck is going on over there?”Before
I could answer, a pair of heavily laden shrimp boats flanked Aegis on either side, black smoke
pouring from their stacks, determined to plow through water faster than the tide and make it back
to the dock in one piece.I repositioned my sunglasses on my face. “It looks like the current got
the best of a nuclear sub—almost like it did to us. Maybe they could’ve used you at the
helm.”Penny laughed, placed one hand on her hip, and did a little look-at-me dance. “Do you
really think they want me on a submarine?”I tipped my hat to her performance. “I think a boatload
of sailors stuck in a metal tube for months at a time would kill to have you on board, but you’d
cause a lot more commotion than a simple grounding in the sound.”She feigned modesty. “Oh,
shucks…. Little ol’ me?”I continued surveying the action ahead. “Does little ol’ you have a plan to
get around that mess?”“Here, take the wheel. I’ll go up and have a look.”She surrendered the
helm and climbed the ladder. As the mouth of the river widened, the current slowed enough to
give Aegis’s rudders something to bite. I steered well south of the waterborne circus, wanting
nothing to do with an operation involving dragging part of the country’s nuclear arsenal off a
South Georgia sandbar.“I don’t think we’re getting around that. It’s a train wreck.”“Oh, it’s far
worse than a train wreck. It looks like a dead end to a formerly promising naval career for some
poor sub skipper.”She pressed her lips into a thin line. “I don’t envy that guy.”“Neither do I,” I
admitted. “How about Fernandina for the night? We can head up to Bonaventure in the morning
after the Navy is finished playing in the sand.”A wicked grin consumed her face. “I have a much
better idea.”Chapter 4The First LiePenny’s idea was indeed much better than a night in
Fernandina Marina with a hundred other boats, noisy halyards rattling against masts, and a sky
full of yellow light from mercury-vapor bulbs atop aluminum poles.We dropped anchor in sixteen
feet of water before high tide on a sandy-bottom anchorage called Little Tiger North. The
anchorage was in the northern mouth of the Amelia River, south of the convergence with the
Saint Marys. Fort Clinch State Park consumed the northern tip of Amelia Island, so the absence
of artificial light made for a perfect location to spend the night. Although the lights and
loudspeakers of the naval commotion upstream were still pulsating in the distance, the
anchorage was beautiful. With eleven casts, we caught four perfect whiting that turned into



succulent filets on the grill.Penny came from the galley with a pair of wineglasses in one hand
and a bottle in the other. “I’ve been saving this for a perfect evening, and this one just might
qualify.”I pulled the cork from the bottle of French Chardonnay and poured each glass a little over
half full. We touched glasses and shared a moment of silent appreciation as we watched each
other over the golden wine.Penny looked up sheepishly. “I have some exciting news.”I knew there
was a reason she broke out a bottle she’d been saving for months. “Let’s hear it.”She blushed,
something I’d rarely seen her do. It was a rare glimpse into the little girl who lived inside the
magnificent woman.Almost as if she were embarrassed, she whispered, “I sold my
screenplay.”“That’s spectacular! When? I didn’t even know you were shopping it around. In fact, I
didn’t know you’d finished it. Penny, that’s great news. Congratulations!”Her eyes widened. “Calm
down, Chase. It’s not that big of a deal. It’s an option offer, really. A production company wants to
buy the first right of refusal to produce it if it ever goes that far, so it won’t be a movie anytime
soon or anything.”“Still, that’s amazing. I’m happy for you, and I’m so proud of you. You know,
that’s the first real thing I knew about you?”She looked confused. “What are you talking
about?”“The night we met in Charleston, the first thing I learned about you was that you were a
writer. Remember? You gave me a copy of your screenplay to read.”She smiled. “Of course I
remember. That was when I believed the first lie you ever told me.”I felt the color drain from my
face. “What?”She sighed as if I were supposed to know what she was talking about. “You told me
you were a writer when we met, and I believed you. That’s why I wanted you to read my
screenplay.”Suddenly, the whiting didn’t feel so good in my stomach. “Penny, I couldn’t—”Her
hand landed on my forearm. “Chase, I understand now. I wasn’t trying to deflate our moment. I
understand. Really, I do.”I couldn’t meet her eyes. “I’m sorry that was necessary.”“It wasn’t
necessary,” she said. “You could’ve told me the truth or nothing at all. I still would’ve fallen in love
with you.”I bit my lip, knowing I was about to tell yet another lie. “I’ve never lied to you since that
night.”She tilted her head and continued her girlish smile. “Of course you have, Chase, and I
understand. Omission is the worst lie. You’re involved in so many secret operations, I know you
can’t tell me everything.”“I’m not trying to hide anything from you.”She squeezed my arm. “Stop. I
want you to know that I love you no matter what the truth is, no matter how much you hurt inside
over the things you have to do when you go away. I’ll always listen, even when you’re not
talking.”My inability to meet her gaze vanished, and suddenly, I couldn’t look away. Penny was
the most astonishing woman I would ever know, and she was begging me to let her love me
completely. The problem was, I had no idea how to say yes.I had no explanation for what came
out of my mouth next. “What am I going to learn at the plantation tomorrow?”Her smile melted
into a somber look, and she lifted her glass to her lips. After a mouthful of the wine, she looked
up at me. “I don’t know, but whatever it is, we will find out together, and we will deal with it
together…no matter what it is.”“I’ve been alone for a long time, Penny.”She slowly shook her
head. “No, you haven’t. You’ve believed yourself to be alone, and that isn’t the same thing. You’ve
got me—all of me—and Clark and Skipper. And if that letter means what we think, you have a
family beyond us.”I wonder if she realized how wise she actually was, or if self-awareness



evaded her. She was impossible not to admire. I’d been enamored by her from the moment we
met, and the feelings had only grown stronger with time.“But if I do have a family—whoever they
are—they turned their backs on me.”“What do you mean?”“If my father’s letter is any indication,
they knew about me, but they didn’t want to be part of our lives.”She wrinkled her brow. “No,
that’s not what the letter said. Your father wrote that it wasn’t right to force the way you live on the
rest of the family, and now they’re reaching out. Otherwise, the letter would have never
come.”Perhaps she was right, but it was all too much for me to piece together in one night. “I
don’t know, but no matter what, my real family—the family that matters to me—is you, Clark, and
Skipper. The three of you chose to be my family when there was no bloodline binding us
together. Family isn’t about genetics. It’s about locking arms when the rest of the world turns its
back on you. You are my family.”Before she could respond, my phone chirped, and I recognized
the number as the Bonaventure Plantation. I answered the call on speaker so Penny could
hear.“I’m sorry. I should have called. There’s a submarine sideways in the channel, so we
anchored out in the mouth of the Amelia River for the night. We’ll be there first thing in the
morning.”The voice that came from the tiny speaker surprised me. It wasn’t the voice of either of
the young lawyers at the Judge’s plantation. Instead, a female voice said, “That’s what we
assumed, Chase, but grandfather insisted that I call to check on you. How many places shall I
set for breakfast? Is Clark with you?”Maebelle was Judge Huntsinger’s great-granddaughter and
well on her way to becoming a world-class chef. And for some reason, young women always
wanted to know if Clark was with me.“Thanks for checking on us, Maebelle. I’m looking forward
to your breakfast. We’ll be there at eight, if that’s okay. It’s just the two of us—Penny and
me.”“Aww, no Clark? Where is he?”Penny covered her mouth, stifling a giggle, and I stuck my
finger to my lips in a useless effort to keep her from laughing. “He’s overseas doing some work,
but I’m sure he’d much rather have breakfast with you.”I could almost hear her blush through the
phone. “Yeah, well, I’d fix him breakfast anytime.”I didn’t know what to say that wouldn’t result in
either Penny or me bursting out in laughter. “So, eight o’clock’s okay?”“Sure, eight will be fine.
We’ll see you then. Oh, and Chase? Thanks for coming. It means a lot.”I was taken aback by her
comment. “Sure, Maebelle. We’ll see you in the morning.”I cast a look at Penny. “That was
strange.”She laughed. “No, it wasn’t. Maebelle is a twenty-year-old girl, and you know how they
fall at Clark’s feet. He just has this thing about him.”
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Pat Wood, “Cap's Latest Deserves MORE than 5 Stars!!!. As “The Devil’s Chase” begins, Chase
receives a letter from A. Fulton and assumes that it is from his former love, Anya aka Anna. He
waits for his soon-to-be wife Penny before opening it, revealing it is NOT from Anya, but his long
dead, murdered Father. The contents of the letter set Chase and Penny off on a quest to find
answers to confirm, learn more of what his Father has told him in this shocking letter. Chase
quickly learns from his handler, Dominic that the letter came from a familiar source, Judge
Huntsinger of Saint Mary’s, GA. The Judge is my favorite new character introduced in the
previous book #6, "The Entangled Chase".Off they go visit the Judge. Some really interesting
stuff happens along the way, but I'll let YOU read about that!!!.While just beginning to unearth
clues to his past from the Judge, Chase gets word that his partner, Clark Johnson is in trouble
and needs him. Learning about his Father must now wait. Though Chase Fulton’s latest
adventure is mostly over dry land and on a train, not on the high seas, it packs a punch. In the
treacherous mountains of Afghanistan, Chase charges to save Clark and his men who have
been badly injured and abandoned on a mission by Brinkwater contractors in the Khyber
Pass.Discover for yourself what follows. You won’t be sorry. There is a little of something for
everyone, adventure, fast-moving action, wonderfully rich characters, and some romance to
keep even women … like ME anxiously awaiting the next book. I am an UNPAID Beta-Reader. I
purchase the books so as to be a credible “Verified” reader with a voice of my own and I am not
afraid to use it, though kindly, if need be! However, with Cap's books, that is never necessary ...
this author just keeps getting better and better ... and he was GREAT with Book #1 ... "The
Opening Chase".Cap Daniels is the master of weaving all of the important “back story” from
previous books in the series into the story, making it all fresh, as if the reader is learning it for the
first time.  This author is NOT to be missed!!!”

cougarmeat, “A mansion, a betrayal, a presidential meeting - all in a day’s work.. These stories
are becoming like brussel sprouts and desert. You have to eat something you don’t like for the
dessert you do. The dessert is the interesting new characters that pop up in the stories. They
keep things fresh. The brussel sprouts (apologies to those who like them) is the rehashing of
facts known.It’s one thing to bring information forward from a previous volume. It’s another to
spend a page (or more) telling the reader what he/she just read. Like, “We know that; we just
read it.”It’s like the evening weather report on the news. They spend a little time giving you a
prediction that may or may not come to pass the next day. But they spend a lot of time telling you
what the weather was like that day. And the none thinking audience says, “These guys are
exactly right.” Well of course they are; they are telling you about the weather that already
happened!Unfortunate, from time to time, it seems that way in Chase Fulton sagas. The story is
interrupted while the author tells you what you already know - because you just read it pages or
chapters before.But these stories are an evolution, not only for the protagonist but for the author



as well. And just as Chase has to work within some constraints, so Daniels may have some
“encouragements” from his editor/publisher about repeat information. A little brussel sprouts with
the dessert.”

Really, “Review of the first seven books. This review is for the first seven "Chase" books. Having
finished the seventh one just today, I feel as if I should forward a big "Thank You" to Cap Daniels
for writing such wonderful stories. Having been schooled in the military as a Navy scuba diver,
an Army parachutist, Army and Marine Corps helicopter pilot (Vietnam) and later a Marine F-4
Phantom pilot, and even later as an Airline Transport Pilot flying for an outfit called Evergreen, I
found it positively refreshing that the sequences in which those kinds of activities occurred in the
novels were captured accurately and concisely. It is so much better to read of such exploits
when they are written by someone who has "been there, done that" than someone who simply
wished that he had, and merely did his research on the Internet.All of that is to say that there is a
sense of "The Real" throughout these books that is hard to find elsewhere in modern "action
adventure" books.The characters are artfully created and named. (I even loved Earline.). One
gets, again, a sense of reality in that the author seems to know people as well as he knows how
to request a flight clearance or permission to taxi to the active runway. Really good job of
characterizing in each of the books. He also knows his way around a two-stage regulator and a
parachute.And that is all wound around very good stories and plots that kept me up all night on
two occasions, the most recent being last night, when I finished book 7 at six this morning,
having slept not at all.Mr. Daniels also knows how to write, that is, he can construct sentences
and paragraphs, and suspend belief and create tension and suspense as few others can.The
books are edited very well. The only grammar mistakes that I found were surrounding the
common misuse of the word "like," instead of the correct words "as" or "as if." But that is pretty
picky on my part, considering that I actually search for errors in written works, not just stumble
upon them, and I could find none worth mentioning apart from the above.These books are really
well done, from beginning to end. And there's another book coming (Number 8!) for which I am
anxiously awaiting.I began to think, considering my own experiences, that I should have written
books like this; but that is "writer's conceit" at it's best. I could never write them, if only because I
know nothing about how to sail a boat. That pretty much ended that train of thought.Anyway,
you've done us all a favor by writing these books, Cap Daniels. I do hope that you continue
onward to write others after you have completed this series.Most sincerely,retired U.S. Marine
aviator, and other things.  Only age 73.”

Gary H., “Just my opinion. I like the books and the characters but I fine there is alot of information
from previous books, I undersatnd if someone started reading book 3 for example to catch up
but it is a series so would would buy book 3 or 5 or 7 withour buying 1,2,3 ect. It is a waste of my
time and because it happens in every book it becomes so repetitiveIt is like the author is trying to
fill pages without having to write.Again I enjoy the books and would even more without the



constant recaps”

JRW, “Was not disappointed!. All the characters are likeable and the storyline, though somewhat
over the top, is fast Paced and fun. Good read.”

dmoskaluk, “Wow. In today's world of 'Happenings' in and around the political sphere, this story,
though fictional, has very significant relevance and will ring so true with anyone who has a
conscience.”

The book by Cap Daniels has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,162 people have provided feedback.
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